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Preface

BRING YOUR OWN DEVICES (BYOD) SURVIVAL GUIDE

Where once end-users queued up to ask IT permission to buy a new computer or new version of software, they’re now bypassing IT altogether and buying it on their own. From laptops to smartphones, from iPads to any number of software apps, end-users have tasted their freedom and love it. IT is just never going to be the same. BYOD Survival Guide explains and then helps you live with the psycho-techno phenomenon that is “bring your own devices.”

The roots of BYOD can be traced back to the consumerization of all things tech, where technical wizardry is no longer purely the domain of the geek who works for the IT department. Geeks can now be found all over the organization. Many of them are Millennials, the first generation to grow up with computers from birth. These workers want to make their own technology choices, whether those choices are on the “approved” list or not. Whether the company pays for it or not.

BYOD Survival Guide provides the guidance necessary for living in this brave new world. You’ll first learn how to understand these new end-users and their demands, as well as the strategic and tactical ramifications of these demands. We will then cover the broad range of technical considerations such as financial considerations, selection, connectivity, training, support, security, and integration with the cloud and social networking.

But BYOD cannot be considered apart from the rest of the enterprise. It must be properly integrated into the organization’s IT infrastructure, including its information assets. Thus, we will spend some time in addressing topics such as content and data management, risk assessment, performance measurement and management, and even configuration management.

BYOD Survival Guide also comes with a set of Quick Start guides, which provide tips for such things as assessing costs, cloud integration, and even legal issues. There is also a full set of appendices that include information...
on everything from security settings for Apple iOS devices to a sample employee mobile device agreement.

This book is geared for the small- to medium-size enterprises (SME) that need to integrate BYOD into their environment. Since the typical SME does not have the formalized infrastructure that a larger organization might have, we do spend quite a bit of time going over the basics of typical controlling methodologies and discuss how BYOD fits into the picture. Larger organizations may benefit from this discussion as well.

I would especially like to thank those who assisted me in putting this book together. As always, my editor, John Wyzalek, was instrumental in getting my project approved and providing great encouragement. I would also like to thank Debra Nencel, who assisted in the compilation of the Quick Start guides.
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It’s not a question of if. It’s not even a question of when. It’s a question of, will you be ready? Employees have long been using mobile devices. First came laptops, then PDAs. When smarts were added to those PDAs, employees discovered that they could take their office on the road. BlackBerrys became so ubiquitous that the term crackberry was invented to describe the addictive properties of 24 × 7 connectivity. Then Steve Jobs made the smartphone even smarter.

At first, organizations carefully controlled the use of the mobile devices hanging off the corporate network. But employees soon became tired of lugging around multiple devices, one for personal and one for corporate use. Employees also didn’t much like being forced to use a particular device in a particular configuration. Many started sneaking their personal devices onto their corporate networks. And a trend took off.

Let’s look at some statistics. According to Cisco, three out of five workers say that they no longer need to be in the office to be productive. The same research predicts that knowledge workers will have an average 3.3 devices each by 2014. International Data Corporation (IDC) estimates that by 2015 there will be over 200 million mobile workers in the United States alone. Many of these workers are using smart devices such as the Apple iPhone or Android devices. Astonishingly, it is estimated that there are about 400,000 apps in the Apple App Store and over 200,000 apps in the Android Market—now Google Play. So, is it any wonder that over 70% of organizations have adopted Bring Your Own Devices (BYOD)? Further, Gartner predicts this number to increase to 90% by 2014. Most interestingly, a very high percentage of Gen Y workers think that it’s a right rather than a privilege to use their own devices at work.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR THE ORGANIZATION?

The first thing companies think of is cost. BYOD generally shift some costs to the employee. Since employees are paying for their own devices and connectivity the organization can expect to save somewhere around $80 per month per user. This savings can quickly add up.

Another advantage is that most people tend to acquire the latest and greatest technology. Thus, it can be expected that many employees will always have the most recent models of the device and versions of software that runs on that device. Gone are the problems and costs associated with constant upgrading.

Perhaps the most significant benefit is employee satisfaction. Employees can use what makes them happy. In doing so, they’ll be far more productive than if they are forced to standardize on a particular set of devices and software. Some even suggest that employees will work longer hours because they will be able to interact with their systems, using their tools of choice, at any time of day or night.

SO, WHAT CAN GO WRONG?

With the good usually comes the bad. Security is first and foremost. The number of Wi-Fi hotspots has grown exponentially, exposing more mobile devices to hackers who monitor traffic on open networks. In addition, losing a tiny smartphone is easy to do. McAfee, the security company, says that over 4% of smartphones are lost or stolen each year. Each unsecured stolen or lost phone opens the organization up to the chance of a breach of corporate systems and/or data.

Another major concern is how these mobile devices are actually being used. While corporate-owned devices usually come with an acceptable use policy, it’s not all that straightforward to craft such a policy when the device is owned by the employee. Consider how a smartphone may be used. There is a proliferation of social networks and other websites that might be problematic. How should a BYOD acceptable use policy deal with this, if at all?

Costs might be an issue as well. Even though there is a cost saving to the organization as the employee picks up the bill for the device and the
network, someone still has to man the help desk. There is some evidence that calls to help desks about devices not owned by the organization are three to four times more expensive than the equivalent calls for known technology.

Then, there's the data. Some organizations must deal with regulatory mandates that require very strict security measures. How shall this sort of security be architected when BYOD is the paradigm, or on any smart device? Trust is the underlying principle behind enterprise security. Which users to trust and when to trust them should be considered when the organization's security policy is being crafted. What to do about that high-level employee who is given access to proprietary financial data but somehow disables encryption?

Legal experts have weighed in on the subject and found that organizations might be vulnerable in several areas. BYOD necessarily blurs the line between work and play. This creates performance management challenges when trying to regulate on-the-job conduct. There is also a possibility of liability for disability discrimination if the employer finds out, for example, that the employee has downloaded an app for diabetes management and the employee is at some point terminated. Other legal concerns include harassment (e.g., untoward comments), overtime liability (e.g., unrecorded overtime), minimum wage problems (i.e., smartphone users often work long hours), privacy concerns (e.g., what can the employer delete), and workplace safety (e.g., texting-while-driving accidents).

**MOBILE DEVICE MANAGEMENT**

When personal computers became commonplace, organizations realized that they needed to somehow keep track of all of these assets. Thus, asset management was born. Essentially, asset management was a passive systematic process of operating, maintaining, upgrading, and disposing of assets cost-effectively.

With the advent of mobile, asset management needed a shot of adrenalin. This adrenalin is in the form of Mobile Device Management (MDM) systems. MDM secures, monitors, manages, and supports mobile devices deployed across mobile operators, service providers, and enterprises. MDM functionality typically includes over-the-air distribution
of applications, data and configuration settings for all types of mobile devices, including mobile phones, smartphones, tablet computers, mobile computers, and mobile printers. This applies to both company-owned and employee-owned (BYOD) devices.

MDM gives IT the ability to control some aspects of device usage. For example, it can be determined if a jailbroken device is being used. Jailbreaking from the Apple perspective is the process of removing the limitations imposed by the company on devices running the iOS operating system. Jailbreaking allows iOS users to gain root access to the operating system, allowing them to download additional applications, extensions, and themes that are unavailable through the official Apple App Store. MDM also enables IT to forbid devices that aren’t using PINs (personal identification numbers), if this is part of the security policy. MDM permits IT to disable remote e-mail, disconnect users from accessing the network, and even remotely wipe the device. A more complete list of functionality is listed in Table 1.1.

We’ll cover MDM as it relates to mobile content management (MCM) in the chapter on content management.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1.1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Typical MDM Functionality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mobile Device Management Functionality</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOTA—Firmware over the air updates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagnostics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Configuration and Provisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup/Restore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Usage and Support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Server Deployment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Asset Tracking and Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Lock and Wipe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device Provisioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Installation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubleshooting and Diagnostic Tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logging and Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Control and Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS Tracking and “Breadcrumb” Mapping (last known location)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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CONSUMERIZATION OF IT

Devices are just the leading edge of this revolution. The consumerization of IT, sometimes known as CoIT, also includes, among other technologies, open source software (think Google’s Chrome browser) and cloud storage.

Apple, Google, and even Amazon have cloud offerings. The cloud provides the user with the ability to create, add, delete, and even share information not stored on corporate servers. The cloud is not really all that new. Back in the ancient days of computing, it was referred to as time sharing. However, this was pre-Internet and before there were the security concerns associated with the cloud you hear about today.

In the summer of 2012 these security problems became all too obvious as the press covered in depth the case of some hackers who used what is termed simple trickery to hack a prominent technology journalist’s Amazon, Apple, Google, and Twitter accounts. Security analysts claim that these Internet-delivered services are not doing enough to properly authenticate users. These services require varying amounts of information to open and then access online accounts. Some ask for only a tiny amount of information to make changes. Mat Honan, the Wired journalist targeted, detailed how hackers tricked an Amazon rep into revealing the last four digits of his credit card number. They then used this information to persuade Apple to reset Honan’s Apple ID password, which enabled the hackers to wipe Honan’s iPhone, iPad, and MacBook, destroying all files in the process. A simple solution for this, one which most web services will not offer any time soon due to the inconvenience factor, is multifactor authentication. For example, if I want to change the password on my bank account, my bank will text me a one-time pin that I use to login. Not 100% secure, but far better than what many mobile cloud users are offered.

Aside from authentication, those assessing the use of cloud services for mobile users should closely question cloud services vendors about encryption of information. Questions companies would want answered include which encryption code is being used and information about device hardening methods. Some time ago the Cloud Security Alliance (https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/) created the Security, Trust, and Assurance Registry (STAR), the goal of which is to index the security features of cloud services vendors using a 170-point questionnaire. It’s been a bit slow to catch on, but you can see the completed entries for Amazon, some Microsoft offerings, and Box.com, among others. If your prospective cloud
services vendors are not on this list, then I suggest finding out why. You might also want to download the questionnaire yourself and require these vendors to respond to the points listed.

Still, there is a lot of value in moving to the cloud although cloud computing means different things to different people. In general terms, cloud computing is a convenient, on-demand model for network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. The cloud element of cloud-computing derives from a metaphor used for the Internet, from the way it is often depicted in computer network diagrams. Conceptually it refers to a model of scalable, real-time, Internet-based information technology services and resources, satisfying the computing needs of users, without the users incurring the costs of maintaining the underlying infrastructure. Examples involve providing common business applications online, which are accessed from a web browser, with software and data stored on the “cloud” provider’s servers, as shown in Table 1.2.

The list of cloud computing solutions and service providers continues to grow daily. The sample in Table 1.3 is illustrative and does not imply an endorsement.

Among internal sourcing approaches, the most relevant are the following:

- **Own**—Where the organization that uses the resource also owns or directly controls it. The resource may be totally insourced or totally outsourced, but the organization is its exclusive user.
- **Share**—Where several organizations share the resource, through joint governance arrangements and with one organization being

**TABLE 1.2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essential Characteristics</th>
<th>Delivery Models</th>
<th>Deployment Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>On-demand Self-service</td>
<td>Software as a Service (SaaS)</td>
<td>Private Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broad Network Access</td>
<td>Platform as a Service (PaaS)</td>
<td>Community Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource Pooling</td>
<td>Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)</td>
<td>Public Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Elasticity</td>
<td></td>
<td>Hybrid Cloud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measured Service</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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TABLE 1.3

Sample Cloud Offerings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software as a Service (SaaS)</th>
<th>Platform as a Service</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google Apps</td>
<td>Oracle On Demand Apps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoho Office</td>
<td>NetSuite ERP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workday</td>
<td>Salesforce.com SFA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsoft Office Live</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>External IaaS</th>
<th>Internal IaaS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP/EDS (TBD)</td>
<td>Joyent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Blue Cloud</td>
<td>Rackspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun Grid</td>
<td>Jamcracker</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Utility Systems Management Tools+</th>
<th>Utility Application Development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VMWare</td>
<td>Xen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBM Tivoli</td>
<td>Zuora</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassatt</td>
<td>Aria Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallels</td>
<td>eVapt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

responsible for either owning the resources or sourcing them as deemed fit.

- **Centralize**—Similar to the above, but without the joint governance component. That is, organizations are simply clients of whoever provides access to the resource.

- **Commoditizing**—Where the resource or the way to access it or both is completely commoditized, and it is managed outside the organization’s boundaries without any control of where it is located.

Perhaps one of the most interesting cloud developments is the possibility for IT to provide cloud-based Windows desktop services, with shared resources. This is known as Desktop as a Service or DaaS or hosted virtual desktop (HVD), which works similarly to the client/server model with the server and services being in the cloud, as shown in Figure 1.1. Whether that BYOD user is lugging along his aging Windows XP laptop or a smart new iPhone, HVD enables that user to provide standard office functions.
or application specific functionality. Quite a few vendors have jumped into this marketplace, such as Applications2U, Desktone, dinCloud, ICC Global Hosting, and Nivio, with a May 2012 test by networkworld.com finding that dinCloud was the best of the lot in terms of client options, management, compatibility, and speed.

One of the biggest benefits of cloud infrastructures such as Amazon’s is the ability to store almost unlimited data without having to resort to purchasing new and more expensive servers. This has enabled organizations to amass what is known as big data, traditionally defined as exceeding the ability of commonly used software tools to capture, manage, and process the data within a tolerable elapsed time. It is now easier and cheaper to aggregate data from governmental, academic, in-house, and other sources. It’s data warehousing and mining on steroids.

With big data comes the need to manipulate it. Apache’s Hadoop (http://hadoop.apache.org/) is a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using a simple programming model. It is designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local computation and storage. MapR (http://www.mapr.com/) provides a commercial version of the open source Hadoop. The company provides some insight into how Hadoop can be used:
1. Customer insights—Large financial service providers have adopted Hadoop to improve customer profile analysis to help determine eligibility for equity capital, insurance, mortgage, or credit.

2. Fraud detection and analysis—Hadoop provides a scalable method to more easily detect many types of fraud or loss prevention, and perform effective risk management. Hadoop is also being used to develop models that predict future fraud events.

3. Micro targeting—Banks have numerous disparate data systems (e.g., loans, mortgages, investments) that need to be aggregated in order to provide an up-to-date view on customer profitability, consistent CRM, and customized product recommendations and offerings.

4. Risk mitigation—Hadoop is used to analyze potential market trends and understand future possibilities to mitigate the risk of financial positions, total portfolio assets, and capital returns.

5. Web-scale analysis—Hadoop is used to analyze what is being said on the web at large and on social networks in particular. Sentiment can apply to individual companies or products or reflect general customer satisfaction. This has potential to improve marketing to existing customers through better targeting.

6. Trade analysis—Financial service firms use Hadoop to analyze the daily streams of transaction data in conjunction with unstructured news or social media feeds, or to back-test their trading algorithms.

---

**BUSINESS AS USUAL**

Given all the brouhaha over BYOD, one would expect that the world has radically changed for IT. While it is quite true that there are some major management concerns with the control of these devices, one should not forget that it really is business as usual in terms of data coming into the organization, data leaving the organization, and data being transformed in the middle. Toward that end we’re going to spend the rest of our time talking about how to integrate BYOD into the organization.

Before you embark on BYOD you will want to make a financial case for it. Although the big plus of moving to a BYOD model is that employees cover the costs, this is not the only model and variations really do need to be examined. In addition, there are some hidden costs such as training and
support. Thus, performing ROI, cost benefit, and other financial analyses will give you a true cost picture for the organization and the employee.

Once a financial case for BYOD is made, the organization needs to develop its set of guidelines that will govern managing and securing BYOD as well as non-BYOD mobile devices. This includes use of the cloud, as we discussed above. A “free for all” or ad hoc approach to this is a sure recipe for disaster and presents a great deal of risk for the organization. A more detailed examination of assessment and mitigation of risks in a BYOD environment also needs to be performed.

The Capability Maturity Model (CMM) devised by the Software Engineering Institute of Carnegie Mellon (http://www.sei.cmu.edu/cmm/) has been used by a wide variety of organizations to increase the maturity level of their software engineering practices. A mature IT organization is one most able to align itself to meet the business process objectives of the organization.

The CMM model, as shown in Figure 1.2, consists of five levels of maturity that an IT department goes through on its way to becoming completely optimized and productive:

The initial level (level 1) of CMM is characterized by processes that are ad hoc where tools are informally applied. The repeatable level (level 2) of the CMM is characterized by the achievement of a stable process with a repeatable level of statistical control. The defined level (level 3) of CMM is characterized by the achievement of a solid foundation for major and continuing progress. The managed level (level 4) of CMM is characterized by substantial quality improvements and the use of comprehensive process
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The Capability Maturity Model.
measurement. Finally, the managed level (level 5) of CMM provides evidence of major quality and productivity improvements.

Most organizations hover between levels 2 and 4, although all organizations should strive for level 5. To successfully integrate BYOD into the organization really does require an effort toward enhanced quality, controlled processes, and meticulous measurement. From an IT perspective this translates into tweaking standard processes to accommodate mobile usage. These processes include: resource management, which encompasses mobile device management (MDM); content management; configuration management; and performance measurement and management. All of these processes will be discussed later on in this book.